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Abstract. In the hp adaptive Finite Element Method (FEM) applica-
tions, the computational mesh consists in finite elements with varying
size h, and varying polynomial order of approximation p on finite ele-
ment edges, faces and interiors. The parallel hp adaptive codes work on
the computational domain partitioned into sub-domains with each of the
sub-domains delegated to a single processor. The algorithm of parallel
mesh refinements on such a distributed FE must enforce global mesh
regularity rules. The paper presents the applications of multiple agents
to implement the parallel mesh refinements algorithm. Agents work on
distributed data structure storing FE mesh where dynamic mesh re-
finements are recorded by growing trees of initial mesh elements nodes.
Agents located on separated sub-domains communicate in order to es-
tablish necessary actions on the distributed mesh.

1 Introduction

Parallelization of h or hp adaptive codes is difficult. Most implementations for
distributed memory parallel computers are based on Domain Decomposition
(DD) paradigm. The computational domain is partitioned into sub-domains with
each of the sub-domains assigned to a single processor.

Among major undertakings to develop a general infrastructure to support
DD based parallelization of PDE solvers, one has to list first of all the Sierra
Environment [6] developed by Sandia National Labs, supporting h-adaptivity
with polynomial order of approximation p = 2. The Sierra environment allows
for an arbitrary domain partitioning of a current mesh but it does not support
anisotropic mesh refinements. General environments to support local mesh re-
finements have been developed by [3], [7] and, more recently, [13]. None of them,
unfortunately, turned out to be applicable directly to our hp codes. The only
parallel hp codes that we are aware of, have been developed by [12], [9], [2] and
[1]. None of them are fully automatic hp adaptive codes. The parallel fully auto-
matic hp adaptive 2D and 3D FE codes were finally implemented by the group
of Demkowicz [11, 10], based on the data structures described in [5].
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The paper describes applications of agents to parallel mesh refinements per-
formed during iterations of automatic hp adaptive 2D and 3D FE codes. Agents
work on distributed data structure storing FE mesh where dynamic mesh re-
finements are recorded by growing trees of initial mesh elements nodes. Agents
located on separated nodes communicate to enforce global mesh regularity rules
which must be fulfilled during refinements on distributed mesh.

2 The Parallel Fully Automatic hp Adaptive Algorithm

Let us focus on the 3D Fichera model problem, presented in Figure 1, described
in [10]. The problem consists in solving the Laplace equation on the 3D cube with
1/8 smaller cube removed, see picture (a). The Neumann boundary conditions
based on the known exact solution is applied on the external boundary of the
cube, denoted by the red color. Zero Dirichlet boundary condition is applied on
the internal boundary, denoted by the blue color. There are strong singularities
in the middle point of the cube, as well as along edges of removed smaller cube.
Those singularities produce large numerical error of the solution. To reduce the
error, automatic hp adaptive strategy enforces optimal mesh refinements in those
areas.

The parallel strategy starts from the coarse mesh, redistributed into proces-
sors, as it is presented in picture (b). In the example 7 processors were utilized.
The coarse mesh is then globally hp refined. Each element from the coarse mesh
is broken into 8 sons in 3D, and the order of approximation is uniformly risen by
one, see picture (c). The problem is solved twice, on the coarse and on the fine
mesh. For each finite element from the coarse mesh we consider various refine-
ment strategies, and evaluate error decrease rate based on comparison of coarse
and fine grid solutions. Optimal refinement is selected for each finite element
from the coarse mesh. The optimal mesh after the first iteration is obtained by
performing optimal mesh refinements on the coarse mesh by the parallel mesh
refinements algorithm, see picture (d). The mesh must be globally consistent,
which requires involving of mesh reconciliation algorithms in the parallel mesh
refinements algorithm. The computational load over the optimal mesh is not
well balanced, since the refinements are not uniform. There is a need to balance
load, by removing some finite elements from some processors and sending them
to some neighboring processors. The ZOLTAN load balancing library [14] is uti-
lized to obtain optimal load distribution. The optimal mesh redistributed onto 7
processors becomes the coarse mesh for the second iteration, see picture (e). The
mesh is again globally hp refined, see picture (f). The problem is again solved
twice on the coarse and fine mesh, and the optimal refinements are selected for
the coarse mesh, based on relative error estimations over each finite element
from the coarse mesh. Finally optimal mesh refinements are executed by parallel
mesh refinements algorithms, see picture (g). The iterations are performed as
long as the estimated error is large. Optimal mesh obtained after 5 iterations
providing solution to the Fichera problem with 1 % relative error in energy norm
is presented in pictures (h) and (i).
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3 Distributed Data Structure for Finite Element Mesh
Supporting hp Adaptivity

In the data structure for distributed storage of FE mesh [5] only initial mesh
elements are stored. When a finite element is broken into new son elements, re-
finement trees grows from initial mesh elements nodes, and newly created nodes
and vertices are stored on these trees, see Figure 2. Each initial mesh element
in 3D consists in 8 vertices, 12 mid-edge nodes, 6 mid-face nodes and 1 middle
node. The element structure keeps pointers to all its vertices and nodes, pointers
to 6 neighbors (initial mesh elements), orientation and boundary condition data.
All of the vertices have polynomial order of approximation fixed to one. A finite
element can be broken into 2, 4 or 8 new son elements. A face of an element is
broken only if all neighboring elements are broken, including elements located
on adjacent sub-domains. An edge of an element is broken only if all faces neigh-
boring the edge are broken, including faces located on neighboring sub-domains.
An element interior can be always broken. Newly created finite elements are not
stored in the data structure.

To break an edge means to create 2 new mid-edge nodes and 1 new vertex
and attached them as sons of the original mid-edge node. The refinement tree
grows down from the mid-edge node. A face can be broken into 2 or 4 faces.
To break a face into 2 new faces means to create 2 new mid-face nodes and 1
new mid-edge node. To break a face into 4 new faces means to create 4 new
mid-face nodes, 4 new mid-edge nodes and 1 new vertex node. A middle node
representing an element interior can be broken into 2, 4 or 8 sons. To break an
element interior into 2 sons means to create 2 new middle nodes and one new
mid-face node. To break an element interior into 4 sons means to create 4 new
middle nodes, 4 new mid-face nodes and one new mid-edge node. To break an
element into 8 sons means to create 8 new middle nodes, 12 new mid-face nodes,
6 new mid edge nodes and one new vertex node.

Each node keeps its polynomial order of approximation, type (mid-edge, mid-
face or middle node), finite element degrees of freedom data, and the refinement
tree data, involving: lists of sons, refinement type of the node, and a pointer to
the father. Number and type of sons on the list depends on the node refinement
type. Finite element method computations are performed on active elements.
Their nodes and vertices are found dynamically by browsing the refinement
trees from the level initial mesh elements.

4 Agent Based Algorithm for Parallel Mesh Refinements

In the parallel mesh refinement algorithm some finite elements are divided into
multiple (new) elements (each rectangular element is divided into 2 or 4 sons in
2D and 2, 4 or 8 sons in 3D), new nodes are created, and new orders of approxi-
mation are set. The parallel version of the algorithm requires an enforcement of
a global mesh regularity rules:
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Fig. 1. Parallel fully automatic hp adaptive iterations

Fig. 2. Breaking an element into 2 sons, followed by breaking of one son element into
4 new son elements. The blue color denotes all refinement trees created during the
first refinement, and the red color denotes refinement trees created during the second
refinement. We assume that all affected element’s faces and edges can be broken.
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– The 1-irregularity rule: Edges of a given element can be broken only once,
without breaking neighboring elements. It is necessary to check the con-
figuration of elements adjacent on neighboring sub-domains to the element
requested to be broken.

– When an interface edge is broken, then the polynomial order of newly created
nodes must be established. The selection of optimal order for a node is done
based on error estimations performed over the finite elements having that
node. But some of the elements neighboring the interface edge are present
in adjacent sub-domains. It is necessary to ask the neighboring sub-domains
for the error estimation over those elements.

– The minimum rules: Order of approximation of an element interior cannot
be larger then orders of approximation of the element faces, and order of
approximation of a face cannot be larger then orders of approximation of
faces adjacent to the edge. To enforce the minimum rule, we need to ex-
change orders of approximation for interface faces and edges with adjacent
sub-domains.

We will discuss now the applications of agents to particular problems appearing
during refinements on distributed mesh. The agents work on distributed data
structure storing the mesh with refinements coded as growing trees of initial
mesh elements nodes.

Enforcing 1-irregularity rule
The 1-irregularity rule requires breaking of neighboring elements if the current
element must be broken for the second time. There is a need to send a request
to adjacent sub-domains to break neighboring elements. The way of breaking
the neighboring elements depends on the configuration of the current and the
neighboring elements.

The refinement on current sub-domain is performed by an agent, that is respon-
sible for enforcing mesh regularity rules. If the element was previously broken, the
agent responsible for managing breaking the element on current sub-domain packs
the information about the previous refinement of the element. The current ele-
ment could be previously broken in one of many possible ways: the element could
be broken into 2 sons in one of 3 possible directions, the element could be broken
into 4 sons in one of 3 possible directions, or the element could be broken into 8
sons. The refinement trees have different syntax in all those cases. The agent must
communicate with the agent located in other location, and request necessary re-
finements on the neighboring elements. The agent must pack the refinement tree
and send it to agents located in adjacent sub-domains. The refinement trees are
then unpacked by the agents located on adjacent sub-domains, and the decision
about kind of necessary refinements of the adjacent elements are made by the re-
mote agents by comparing received and local refinement trees.

Breaking of an element neighboring the interface
Breaking of an element involves the following steps: breaking the element interior,
breaking the element faces and breaking the element edges. The element interior
can be always broken. The element face can be broken only if interior of the
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element neighboring current element possibly on adjacent sub-domain is broken,
or the element is adjacent to the boundary of the domain. The element edge
can be broken only if all faces adjacent to the edge are broken, including faces
located on current and adjacent sub-domains.

Breaking of an interface face
It is necessary to ask elements located on adjacent sub-domain if its interior
is broken. The agent responsible for breaking an interface face must send the
question to remote agent located on adjacent sub-domain. The remote agent
locates the initial mesh element containing the neighboring element on adjacent
sub-domain by using the connectivity information stored in the initial mesh
elements. The neighboring element is found by traveling down the refinement
tree in the neighboring initial mesh element.

Breaking of an interface edge
It is necessary to locate all elements neighboring the edge located on adjacent
sub-domains, and check if faces of these elements adjacent to the edge are broken.
The agent responsible for breaking an interface edge must communicate with all
agents located in adjacent sub-domains and request a check of state of their faces.
The location of neighboring elements can be found by using the connectivity
information stored in the initial mesh elements.

Setting orders of approximation for nodes located on the interface
In the first step of the fully automatic hp adaptive algorithm, optimal h re-
finements are performed, by breaking appropriate middle nodes, mid-face nodes
and mid-edge nodes. In the next step of the algorithm, decisions about optimal
orders of approximation are made. In the first version of the automatic hp adap-
tivity [4, 5, 11], decisions about optimal orders of approximations were made for
edges, faces and interiors. Those decisions were made based on error estimations
computed on current and neighboring elements. It was necessary to exchange
information about error estimations on neighboring elements located on adja-
cent sub-domains. In the new version of the algorithm [8, 10], decisions about
optimal order of approximation are made only for element interiors. The error
estimation for the element is computed by using only local information contained
in the element under consideration. The operation is fully parallel. The orders
of approximation for faces and edges are computed by enforcing minimum rule.

Enforcing the minimum rule for interface edges and faces
In its first step, the minimum rule requires to adjust orders of approximation
of faces as a minimum of orders of approximation of interiors of neighboring
elements, possibly located on adjacent sub-domains. The agents exchange infor-
mation about the orders of approximation of interiors of elements neighboring
the interface between adjacent sub-domains. Then, the orders of faces located on
the interface can be set by agents based on the obtained orders of approximations
of elements interiors from adjacent sub-domains. The neighboring elements can
be found by using connectivity information stored in the initial mesh elements.
In its second step, the minimum rule requires to adjust orders of approximation
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Fig. 3. Measurements of times of execution of mesh refinements versus communication

of mid-edge nodes as a minimum of orders of neighboring faces, possibly located
on adjacent sub-domains. The agents exchange information about the orders of
approximation of faces of elements neighboring the interface. Then, the orders of
edges located on the interface can be set by agents based on the obtained orders
of approximations of faces from adjacent sub-domains.

Performance test
In the parallel fully automatic hp adaptive codes [11], [10] there is a module
responsible for execution of mesh refinements on the distributed data structure.
It is like copies of identical agents, assigned one to each sub-domain, working in
concurrent with the rest of the parallel code. Each agent executes on its sub-
domain all mesh refinements that can be performed without communication with
adjacent agents, and collects data about refinements on the interface that need
to be exchanged with adjacent agents. Then, all agents exchange data according
to coloring of edges of created communication graph. The algorithm is repeated
unless no exchange of data with neighboring sub-domains is needed (unless the
interface is not affected). It follows that the communication takes less time than
execution of mesh refinements, see Figure 3. The mesh refinements execution
time can be reduced by increasing number of agents working in cuncurrent on
each sub-domain. Thus, the application of many concurrently working agents
may improve the scalability of the code.

5 Conclusions

The parallel mesh refinements algorithm can be efficiently performed on the
distributed data structure where the refinements are recorder by growing trees
of initial mesh elements nodes. The algorithm can be realized by a set of agents
working on the distributed data structure. There are two possible solutions. In
the first approach each agent can be assigned to one sub-domain, and it can
share its work to perform its own tasks with tasks requested by neighboring
agents. This is the solution we use in our parallel codes. In the second solution,
each agent can remotely invoke agents in other locations to execute its tasks on
remote piece of the mesh. In such a case many agents can perform their tasks
in concurrent on each sub-domain. The second solution may be more efficient,
however it requires to implement synchronization mechanisms to ensure that the
data structure won’t be damaged by many concurrently working agents.
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